Students may encounter the word *smart* in many of the texts they read. Two general themes are present in the definitions students may be exposed to: intelligence and appearance. Being sassy, witty, bright, and alert all embody different subtleties among the definitions of *smart* that are associated with intelligence. Being fashionable or trim both describe the nuances within the definitions of *smart* that are associated with appearance. Many of the uses of the word *smart* and associated synonyms can be used as both adjectives and verbs.

Students may read a story about a bold young hero who pushes against authoritative figures that don't believe in the hero's abilities or the validity of a current quest. The authoritative figure might be a parent that says, “Don't get smart with me, dragons don't exist.” Students may pick up a text about a young businesswoman who is an accountant for a local business. She dresses smart for work in order to look neat, trim, and professional.

**Follow-Up**
- How is being intelligent different from being calculating? Can you be both at the same time?
- How is being witty different from being elegant?
- How could being called smart be a negative comment or a positive one?

**The Spanish Connection**
Although students are primarily taught the intellectual definitions of *smart*, the word originates from the Old English word *smeart*, meaning painful. In this way, *smart* was used as a noun, a physical wound or sore, and a verb, to be hurt or in pain. Although these uses of the word *smart* are still relevant, they are uncommon to students and they also do not have a Spanish cognate.

**Word Changes**
In today's high tech world, the word *smart* is now being used to describe certain devices, such as phones. This use of the word smart refers to a non-living thing that is capable of “independent” and intelligent action. The use of the word *smart* in this way dates back to the late 1940's with the development of the first computers. Since then, technological advancements have led to the creation of machines and devices that can perform increasingly skilled tasks.
Smart

- Smart as in very good at learning and thinking (adj/v)
  - intelligent
  - bright
  - quick
  - prompt

- Smart as in witty (adj/v)
  - astute
  - witty
  - clever
  - quick

- Smart as in forward (adj/v)
  - fresh
  - impertinent
  - sassy
  - wise
  - impudent
  - bold
  - saucy
  - pert

- Smart as in trim (adj/v)
  - trim
  - neat
  - pretentious
  - spruce
  - showy

- Common Phrases
  - Smart mouth
  - Right smart
  - Smarty-pants
  - Don’t get smart with me!

- Idioms
  - Smart alec
  - Smart as a whip (tack)
  - To look smart at
  - Street smart
  - The smart money is on...
  - Smart mouth

- Spanish Connections
  - impertinent / impertinente
  - astute / astuto(a)
  - intelligent / inteligente
  - bright / brillante
  - calculating / calculador
  - elegant / elegante
  - sophisticated / sofisticado(a)
  - pretentious / pretencioso(a)
Smart as in very good at learning and thinking (adj/v)

Smart as in witty (adj/v)

Smart as in forward (adj/v)

Smart as in mentally alert (adj/v)

Smart as in fashionable (adj/v)

Smart as in trim (adj/v)
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**Smart**

**Inflected Endings**
- smarts
- smartest
- smarter
- smartly

**Derivational Prefixes & Suffixes**
- smartness

**Compound Words**
- smartphone
- outsmart

**Morphological Family for Smart**
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